Student Conference: Promo Vid Text Description

October 2018
Duration: 1.05 min

Video shows various images of student authors, volunteers, attendees and evaluators at the Student Conference for Research and Creative Arts with music playing in the background:

1. View from above of a section of the poster area in Bayou Atrium II. Student authors stand near their posters, displayed on panels. Some attendees are just looking at posters or walking by, while others are engaged in discussions with the authors.

2. A student, standing at a podium in a classroom, is giving her oral presentation with a PowerPoint® displaying behind her.

3. In a classroom, three student authors are sitting facing the attendees with a PowerPoint® display behind them. They are discussing their oral presentation with the attendees during a question and answer period.

4. A close up of a student standing in front of his poster and talking with a student.

5. In Bayou Atrium I, volunteers and staff provide information specific (e.g., schedule, feedback forms) for different types of conference attendees and answer questions.

6. An evaluator and poster presenter are actively speaking with each other, while two different poster presenters look on in interest.

7. A close up of a poster presenter discussing her topic with an interested student. In the background are other attendees viewing other posters.

8. Two different mock trials with two different judges regulating the courtroom, witnesses who are both on the stand and waiting, a stenographer and lawyers paying attention to and interacting with the judge.

9. Oral presentation using PowerPoint® display in a darkened classroom. The presenter is standing at the front of the classroom looking at the attendees and talking. The PowerPoint displays on a large screen behind him.

10. On a crowded Bayou Atrium floor, an animated bow-tied poster presenter is conversing with an interested student who is wearing a backpack and eating popcorn. The poster presenter behind him is discussing her poster with three interested students.

11. In a less crowded setting, a smiling poster presenter with hands halfway in pockets looks at two students who comment about his poster on Bedtime Behaviors in Children.

12. Two view of poster presenters actively interacting with interested attendees on a crowded section of Bayou Atrium II – at eye level and from a top-down perspective.

13. For more information about the Student Conference for Research and Creative Arts, go to www.uhcl.edu/student-conference.